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Zohara is a pianist,  educator, Suzuki Teacher Trainer , speaker  and a Soul Purpose Guide™ . 

 

She resides on the Sunshine Coast of Australia, where she runs ZoharaStudio. 

 

Zohara is an international acclaimed  lecturer and educator  who is  invited to talk and present 

in conferences and conventions in Australia wide, New Zealand, Europe, USA, Asia and  Israel. 

 

In all these places she has given Teacher Training Courses, Workshops, Master Classes and 

Lectures. 

 

"Zohara is known for her passion and ability  to embrace  vision, philosophy and 

methodology, wrapped and delivered  with her  warmth, authenticity ,wisdom, humour and 

love.  ".  

 

She has  specialised in Nurturing Parents and Teachers   in the learning process and  offers 

Parent Nurture and Teacher Nurture  Courses  around the world. 

 

Zohara  gives  online courses , seminars and training to make the teaching  available and 

accessible to  people around the world.  

 

In 2020 when pandemic hit,  her activities and commitments have expanded to  do more for 

teachers, parents and students around the world, offering  webinars, zoom circles, courses 

and masterclasses ONLINE.  

 

The power of internet has been used to spread the word of love and hope, while holding the 

vision for a new world.  

 

Zohara believes in the potential of EVERY CHILD and says that " if more children learn to play 

an instrument from  early age - the world will be a better  place to live in...". 

 

She sees music & music education as  a unique opportunity  to build bridges of understanding 

and mutual  respect  between people, cultures and nations. 

 

Zohara is also a  Soul Purpose Guide ™ .  She helps and guides people in the process of finding 

their unique gift  they were born with,  to share with the world. 

She also has the Souloist Podcast.  
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